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Abstract
The premise of this article is that climate effects on lakes can be quantified most effectively by the integration of
process-oriented limnological studies with paleolimnological research, particularly when both disciplines operate
within a common conceptual framework. To this end, the energy (E)–mass (m) flux framework (Em flux) is
developed and applied to selected retrospective studies to demonstrate that climate variability regulates lake
structure and function over diverse temporal and spatial scales through four main pathways: rapid direct transfer
of E to the lake surface by irradiance, heat, and wind; slow indirect effects of E via changes in terrestrial
development and subsequent m subsidies to lakes; direct influx of m as precipitation, particles, and solutes from
the atmosphere; and indirect influx of water, suspended particles, and dissolved substances from the catchment.
Sedimentary analyses are used to illustrate the unique effects of each pathway on lakes but suggest that
interactions among mechanisms are complex and depend on the landscape position of lakes, catchment
characteristics, the range of temporal variation of individual pathways, ontogenetic changes in lake basins, and
the selective effects of humans on m transfers. In particular, preliminary synthesis suggests that m influx can
overwhelm the direct effects of E transfer to lakes, especially when anthropogenic activities alter m subsidies from
catchments.

The structure and function of lake ecosystems is
regulated by complex interactions among climate, humans,
ecosystem morphology, and catchment characteristics, each
of which varies in time and space (Schindler 2001). For
example, climatic controls range from daily meteorological
variations in local irradiance, temperature, and water fluxes
(Keller 2007) through to large-scale interactions of the
atmosphere and oceans (Trenberth and Hurrell 1994;
Hurrell 1995; Mantua et al. 1997) and millennium-long
changes in energy (E) and mass (m) flux around the planet
(Williams et al. 1997; Diffenbaugh et al. 2006). Within this
framework, chemical, physical, and ecological processes
combine to determine the production and composition of
aquatic communities, both uniquely and in consort with
other mechanisms (Carpenter 1999). In addition, lakes are
affected both by human disturbance of biotic communities
* Corresponding

author: Peter.Leavitt@uregina.ca

and biogeochemical cycles (e.g., land use, urbanization,
fisheries management) and by creation of novel stressors
(e.g., acidic precipitation, toxicants, ozone loss). However,
because these factors interact over diverse spatial and
temporal scales, it is difficult to determine the relative
importance of regulatory processes using only traditional
site-based observation and experimentation. Instead, it is
the premise of this article that the combined use of
limnology and paleoecology represents the best means to
quantify and scale interactions between climate and other
control mechanisms and to develop a hierarchical understanding of how these regulatory processes are likely to
influence lakes presently and in the future.
The main objective of this article is to illustrate how welldesigned studies of lake sediments can identify the
mechanisms by which climate affects lakes as well as how
climatic variability may interact with other regulatory
processes over time scales inaccessible by standard limno-
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logical approaches. We intend to distinguish our approach
from that of climate reconstruction (paleoclimatology)
(Bradley 1999) by focusing on publications in which climate
variability has been established previously and investigators have selected lakes, sedimentary variables, and
analytical procedures to quantify the pathways by which
climate variability is transmitted to lakes. We believe that
this approach is more likely to encourage collaborations
among aquatic scientists with diverse analytical and
philosophical inclinations than would a comprehensive
review of sedimentary studies (Battarbee 2000; Last and
Smol 2001; Anderson et al. 2006) but clearly acknowledge
that this selective presentation will invariably simplify the
conceptual and methodological difficulties that remain in
both modern and paleolimnological approaches (Keller
2007; Fritz 2008). Furthermore, by presenting select fossil
studies in an explicitly mechanistic framework, we hope to
illustrate to limnologists how careful selection of sites and
sedimentary analyses can overcome temporal limitations of
modern studies (Magnuson 1990) while demonstrating to
paleolimnologists how incorporation of an explicit theoretical framework and hypothesis testing can facilitate
sedimentary interpretation and better establish causal
relationships (Anderson et al. 2006).
This article has three sections, each with a specific
objective. In the first section, we develop a conceptual
framework suitable for both neo- and paleolimnology to
identify how climate variability enters lakes, briefly
summarize the effects of these pathways on modern lakes,
and identify research areas where fossil studies may
improve our understanding of climate–lake interactions.
Second, we review the paleolimnological evidence of how
individual climate pathways affect the physical, chemical,
and biotic characteristics of lakes. Finally, we identify how
limnological and retrospective approaches need to be better
integrated to meet new challenges and opportunities related
to quantification of climate effects on lentic ecosystems.

Lakes as integrators of energy (E) and mass (m) influx
The Em flux framework—Quantification of the unique
and interactive effects of climate and other forcing agents
on modern and ancient lakes is accomplished most easily
using a common conceptual framework. We suggest that
lakes respond to environmental and anthropogenic forcing
by integrating influxes of E and m, as proposed originally
by Pham et al. (2008, 2009) and developed further by
Dröscher et al. (2009). General circulation models demonstrate that climate variability ultimately arises from the
influx of solar E to Earth, its effects on the transfer of
surface waters to the atmosphere, and changes in planetary
patterns of E and water distribution. In the Em flux
framework (Fig. 1), this climate variability subsequently
enters lake ecosystems through diverse pathways including:
rapid direct transfer of E to the lake’s surface due to solar
irradiance, atmospheric heat, and wind friction; slow
indirect effects of E on catchment characteristics (e.g., soil
and vegetation development) and subsequent terrestrial
subsidies of m to lakes; direct transfer of mass (precipitation, particles, solutes) from the atmosphere; and indirect
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model of the pathways by which climate
affects lakes, including direct influx of energy (E) to the lake (1),
indirect effects of E on lakes via catchment processes (2), direct
influx of mass (m) to lake surface (3), and indirect effects of m
transfer via surface runoff and groundwater contributions (4).
Energy can enter lakes directly as irradiance (PAR, UVR), wind
friction, or transfer of atmospheric heat, while m transfers
includes influx of water, solutes, and particles. In the Em flux
framework, the atmosphere, catchment, and lake act as information filters (Blenckner 2005) that transmit, transform, or
transduce climatic variability to the sediment archive. Humans
also regulate E and m influx, mainly by altering the effects of
catchment and atmospheric filters. See narrative for
further description.

influx of water, suspended particles, and dissolved substances via the catchment (Table 1). As originally presented
by Blenckner (2005), local variations in atmospheric and
catchment features (geology, soils, vegetation, human
activity) can act as information filters that alter the
properties of E and m influx as well as their effects on
lakes. In addition, lakes transduce or transform historical
variations in E and m influx and ecosystem response into
sedimentary time series of accumulated m (Fig. 1).
Empirical observations suggest that variations in E and
m influx can have differential effects on lake structure and
function. For example, limnological evidence demonstrates
that E influx synchronizes seasonal and annual variability
in physical (ice melt, thermal stratification) (Magnuson et
al. 1990; Bonsal et al. 2006), chemical (salinity, ionic
composition) (Pham et al. 2008, 2009), and some biological
properties of lakes (Blenckner et al. 2007; Rusak et al.
2008), particularly at sites of similar basin morphology and
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Table 1. Select pathways by which climate variation alters the influx of energy (E) and mass (m) into lake ecosystems. Pathways 1 to
4 refer to Fig. 1. E and m may be transferred directly to a lake surface, may arrive indirectly via the catchment, and may be filtered
through both atmospheric and catchment processes. Humans may directly interact with some pathways to modify the effects of climate
on lakes. 1 5 documented effect on pathway, 0 5 no known effect on pathway, and ? 5 effect unknown or poorly documented. Examples
at right indicate likely source of variation in pathway, possible human effects, and select citations.
Mass

Mechanism

Atmospheric Catchment
filter
filter
Humans

Pathway

Energy

1a
1b

Direct
Direct

0
0

PAR
UVR

?
1

0
0

0
1a

1c

Direct

0

Wind

1

0

1b

1d

Direct

0

Heat

?

0

1c

2a

Indirect

0

Heat

0

1

1d

3a
3b

0
0

Direct
Direct

Water
Particles

1
1

0
0

0
1e

3c

0

Direct

Solutes

1

1

1f

4a

0

Indirect

Water

1

1

1g

4b

0

Indirect

Particles

1

1

1h

4c

0

Indirect

Solutes

1

1

1i

heat capacity (Dröscher et al. 2009). Such high spatial
synchrony arises because E transfers associated with solar
and thermal influx are relatively uniform over broad
geographic areas (Whitfield et al. 2002; Dröscher et al.
2009), whereas m transfer associated with precipitation,
runoff, and groundwater is more spatially variable (Walker
et al. 1995; Quiring and Papakyriakou 2005) and reduces
temporal coherence among lakes (Pham et al. 2008, 2009;
Dröscher et al. 2009). Similarly, the unit effects of changes
in E or m influx (e.g., effects uC21, mg P21, and so on)
appear to be greatest when the lake content or background
flux of a given factor is low, as evidenced by the
disproportionate limnological effects of water heating
during spring (Blenckner et al. 2007) or nutrient inputs to
oligotrophic lakes (Schindler 2001). Unfortunately, relatively little is known of how E and m fluxes interact,
although comparison of whole-lake m and E budgets
suggests that energetic pathways predominate only when m
transfer is relatively invariant through time (Pham et al.
2008, 2009; Dröscher et al. 2009). In addition, further
research is required to quantify the hierarchical regulatory
relationship between indirect flux of E to lakes via
catchments (Table 1, path 2a) and other more rapid
climatic pathways.
The Em flux framework also provides an integrated
conceptual platform for comparing the effects of climate
and humans on lake ecosystems. For example, because
human activities usually alter indirect m transfer (hydrology, solute concentrations, suspended particles) rather than
E receipt by lakes (thermal pollution), the Em flux

Examples
Planetary orbit
Atmospheric attenuation; a 5 O3 depletion;
Hodgson et al. (2005)
Water-column turbulence; b 5 deforestation;
Scully et al. (2000)
Atmospheric heating; c 5 greenhouse gas
accumulation; Rühland et al. (2008)
Catchment development, glaciation; d 5 modified
soils, vegetation, or hydrology; SommarugaWograth et al. (1997); Leavitt et al. (2003)
Precipitation and lake level; Aebley and Fritz (2008)
Aoelian dust, nutrients; e 5 land use and erosion;
Psenner (1999); Pulido-Villena et al. (2006)
Atmospheric deposition of nutrients or toxicants;
f 5 NO deposition; Battarbee et al. (1990)
x
Precipitation, drought, runoff; g 5 modified soils,
vegetation, or hydrology; Baker et al. (2001a,b)
Erosion; h 5 modified soils, vegetation,
or hydrology; Rodbell et al. (1999)
Weathering; i 5 modified soils, vegetation, or
hydrology; Kratz et al. (1991)

framework predicts that climatic and anthropogenic
forcing will interact most strongly via changes in the
hydrologic characteristics of lake basins (Pham et al. 2008,
2009; Dröscher et al. 2009). Similarly, by proposing that
influx be scaled as a function of lake content, this
framework provides a simple metric for comparing the
relative effects of m and E transfer on aquatic ecosystems.
However, despite the clear advantages of a single analytical
framework, further research is required to develop the
empirical and theoretical basis of the Em flux approach. In
this regard, we suggest that improved understanding will
arise most quickly from synthesis of process-oriented
limnological studies with paleolimnological research that
can integrate insights over large temporal and spatial
scales.
Climate variability and role of paleolimnology—Despite a
near-exponential increase in annual publications (527 in
2005) concerning climate and lakes during the past 15 yr
(three in 1990) (Thompson Reuters Web of Science 2008),
there remain substantial gaps in our understanding of the
mechanisms by which climate regulates lake structure and
function as well as our ability to forecast the effects of
climate variability in contrast to other agents of environmental change (Keller 2007). As reviewed elsewhere in this
issue (Adrian et al. 2009; Tranvik et al. 2009; Schindler
2009), most limnological insights and forecasts are based
on short (,20 yr) time series that were collected for other
purposes, lack a wide range in climatic and anthropogenic
forcing (Magnuson 1990), and often focus on mechanisms
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that can be manipulated (e.g., temperature) rather than
those that exhibit naturally high variability (e.g., precipitation). Consequently, comparatively little is known of the
relative effects of individual pathways of mass (water,
solutes, particulates) and energy transfer (irradiance, heat,
wind), their hierarchical control relationships, or which
mechanisms will predominate with future population
growth and resource exploitation (Schindler 2001). In
addition, forecasts of climate effects on lakes are particularly uncertain because meteorological variability during
recent centuries is less than that recorded in the past
(Woodhouse and Overpeck 1998) or expected during the
next 100 yr (Field et al. 2007). However, rather than being
critical of limnological approaches, this article argues that
the synergistic combination of a common process-oriented
framework and well-designed paleolimnological analyses
can improve our understanding of the temporal and spatial
variability of climate effects on lakes and elucidate the
hierarchical relationships among control mechanisms.
Paleolimnological analyses can provide annual-to-millennial time series of population abundance, community
composition, biogeochemical processes, ecosystem subsidies, and changes in physical structure suitable for analysis
of climate effects on lakes (Battarbee et al. 2005). Lakes
often lie at the lowest elevation in each catchment and
integrate allochthonous influxes of m arising from natural
and anthropogenic forcing. In general, m accumulates in
lake sediments in an orderly fashion according to the law of
superposition (age increases with burial depth); however,
changes in E influx can alter depositional processes and
produce variations in sediment structure (lithostratigraphy), chemical characteristics (redox state of elements), and
species composition (Håkanson and Jansson 1983; Smol
and Cumming 2000). Although such retrospective time
series can be selective or biased representations of the
underlying ecological or environmental processes, these
biases are often predictable (Cuddington and Leavitt 1999;
Stone and Fritz 2004), and many fossil records retain the
time-series characteristics of the original forcing agents
(rate of change, mode of variation, diversity, baseline
condition, nonlinear dynamics, thresholds, and so on).
With recent advances in analytical chemistry, fossil
taxonomy, and statistics (reviewed in Last and Smol
2001; Smol et al. 2001), paleolimnologists are better able
to identify the causes and consequences of temporal
variability arising from climate and humans. Because many
ecosystem properties develop over decades to millennia
because of slow variation in direct and indirect forcing
mechanisms, paleoecological analyses are unique in their
ability to place natural and anthropogenic disturbance into
a context of baseline ecosystem variability, both through
considered selection of contrasting ecosystems (e.g., deep
vs. shallow lakes with common climate forcing) (Anderson
et al. 2008; Keatley et al. 2008) and through state-of-the-art
time-series analyses (see below).
In the next section, we use case studies as vignettes to
illustrate the advantage of integrating paleolimnology into
an explicitly mechanistic Em flux framework while acknowledging clearly that such retrospective studies are
most powerful when combined with in situ experiments,
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long-term monitoring, ecosystem manipulations, and modeling (Battarbee et al. 2005; Anderson et al. 2006). Detailed
review of the assumptions, methodology, and limitations of
lake and fossil studies is beyond the scope of this article.
Instead, limnologists unfamiliar with the paleolimnological
approach are referred to the monographic series Tracking
Environmental Change Using Lake Sediments (Last and
Smol 2001; Smol et al. 2001) as well as recent critical
synopses (Battarbee 2000; Anderson et al. 2006; Fritz
2008), whereas recent limnological reviews provide sedimentary scientists with process-oriented perspectives on
climate effects on modern lakes (Schindler 2001; Keller
2007; Adrian et al. 2009), the role of freshwaters in climate
systems (Tranvik et al. 2009), and modeling approaches to
evaluate how climate effects vary over diverse spatial and
temporal scales (MacKay et al. 2009). Although the
authors acknowledge that it is difficult to deduce causeand-effect relationships solely from fossil deposits (Leavitt
and Hodgson 2001; Anderson et al. 2006; Fritz 2008), this
article presents critical case studies to illustrate how
mechanistic insights can be derived from retrospective
studies. Rather than present these studies as definitive
proof of the universality of identified mechanisms, we use
them as clear examples and challenge all aquatic scientists
to validate their applicability over a broad range of
freshwater ecosystems.

Fossil evidence of climate effects on lakes
Effects of energy influx—Energy enters lakes directly by
diverse mechanisms including absorbance of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (path 1a) and ultraviolet
radiation (UVR) (path 1b), friction of wind on a lake
surface (path 1c), and transfer of atmospheric heat (path
1d) (Table 1). PAR influx varies because of changes in
planetary orbit that are apparent on annual, centennial,
millennial, and longer time scales (e.g., Milankovitch
cycles) as well as short-term changes in meteorological
conditions. Unfortunately, few paleolimnological studies
have attempted to evaluate the direct effects of changes in
PAR influx on lake ecosystems. Instead, most mechanistic
analyses to date have focused on the effects of watercolumn heating, wind-induced turbulence, and inhibitory
effects of UVR. In addition, there is a vast literature
illustrating how lake ontogeny varies as a function of
changes in terrestrial development (soils, vegetation) arising
from E transfer to lake catchments (Table 1, path 2a). In
these cases, changes in atmospheric heat often appear to act
on lakes indirectly, following transduction of E into
terrestrial m through photosynthesis and biogeochemical
processes (weathering). In most instances, direct influx of E
is affected by humans only on multidecadal time scales (via
ozone, greenhouse gases, aerosols), whereas anthropogenic
modification of catchments (vegetation, soils, hydrology)
can rapidly modify indirect effects of E transfer to lakes on
much shorter time scales.
Comparison of sedimentary analyses of lakes along
geographic gradients demonstrates that changes in ice
cover arising from transfer of atmospheric heat to lakes
(Table 1, path 1d) regulate species composition of plank-
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tonic communities in undisturbed ecosystems (Rühland et
al. 2008). For example, meta-analysis of fossil diatom
records from over 200 lakes in the Northern Hemisphere
reveals spatially structured but temporally coherent changes in species composition since the 19th century (Fig. 2),
with high-latitude changes preceding alpine and temperate
change by up to 100 yr (Rühland et al. 2008). By
comparing highly resolved fossil time series with 30–
100 yr of environmental monitoring and by selecting only
lakes in undisturbed catchments, the authors demonstrate
that reorganization of community composition is correlated with changes in ice cover and associated limnological
conditions (mixing and light regimes) rather than influx of
nutrients and infer that many northern boreal lakes may
have crossed an important ecological threshold as result of
unprecedented atmospheric warming. In contrast, a survey
of 70 montane lakes in the Canadian Rocky Mountains
(Leavitt et al. 2003) reveals that variation in annual ice
cover of .100 d is uncorrelated (r2 5 0.00, p 5 1.00) with
algal production estimated from fossil pigments, whereas
changes in influx of dissolved organic matter (DOM) (r2 5
0.20, p , 0.05) and UV radiation (r2 5 0.56, p , 0.001)
have strong correlations with variations in algal abundance
across a treeline gradient. Because DOM stimulates algal
growth both as a photoprotectant and as a nutrient in these
lakes (Vinebrooke and Leavitt 1998, 2005), it is difficult to
completely isolate the effects of UVR (Table 1, path 1b)
from those of m transfer (Table 1, path 4c). Regardless,
because both surveys included the same set of alpine lakes,
it can be inferred that effects of atmospheric heat transfer
can be overridden in lakes experiencing a wide range of
solute input (Leavitt et al. 2003 and below).
Retrospective analysis demonstrates that changes in E
input from wind (Table 1, path 1c) can alter the physical
structure, turbulent mixing, and community composition of
small boreal lakes for up to 100 yr (Fig. 3). In one study,
changes in the physical structure of sediments (annual
laminae) and fossil pigment composition were quantified
from sediments of four lakes with different land use
histories to evaluate the effects of changes in wind stress
arising from forest harvest. Long Lake lies within 2 km of
Peter, Paul, and Tuesday lakes and has similar welldocumented limnological and paleolimnological histories
(Leavitt et al. 1989; Carpenter and Leavitt 1991) but
contrasting exposure to forestry practices. While Long,
Peter, and Paul lakes were clear-cut during the winters of
1870–1890, reference Tuesday Lake is surrounded by an
extensive bog mat and has relatively little forest within in its
catchment (Scully et al. 2000). However, unlike Long Lake,
Peter and Paul lakes are sheltered from prevailing westerly
winds by a steep moraine, whereas the two small
(,0.02 km22), deep (.14 m) stratified basins of Long
Lake are located in more exposed low-lying regions
(Fig. 3). Comparison of annually resolved time series from
all basins shows that loss of first-growth forest from the
western basin of Long Lake increased wind stress and
physical mixing during fall, introduced oxygen into deep
waters, eliminated anaerobic sulfur bacteria, and suppressed formation of laminated sediments from around
1875 until the 1980s. In contrast, other lakes revealed no

Fig. 2. Effects of direct energy (E) influx as atmospheric heat
on algal community composition in 200 undisturbed Northern
Hemisphere lakes (modified from Rühland et al. 2008). (a) The
relative abundance of small Cyclotella spp. increases in both
Arctic (black line) and temperate (gray line) lakes due to elevated
E influx as heat, reduced ice cover, and associated limnological
changes. Comparison of change in relative abundance of (b)
Cyclotella and (c) Aulacoseira spp. with measured date of ice melt
and nutrient influx (not shown) shows that changes in E influx
(upper left inset), not mass inputs, initiate global changes in
algal communities.

systematic change in sediment structure, primary production, or community composition until the occurrence of
food web manipulations during the 1950s and 1980s
(Leavitt et al. 1989; Carpenter and Leavitt 1991; Scully et
al. 2000). Finally, the return of laminated sediments to the
western basin of Long Lake around 1990 suggests that the
basin is only recently returning to its preharvest E regime
and physical structure.

Lakes as integrators of E and m flux
Climate-induced changes in E influx and water-column
mixing (Table 1, paths 1c and 1d) can also alter species
composition by restructuring aquatic biogeochemical cycles. For example, comparison of meteorological time
series, sedimentary diatom records, and seasonal studies of
phytoplankton composition demonstrate that changes in
sedimentary diatom species composition during the 20th
century (Fragilaria nanana, Cyclotella pseudostelligera) are
correlated to increased temperature and water-column
stability during autumn months (Sep–Oct), when these
taxa predominate in algal assemblages (Catalan et al.
2002a). Changes in water-column stratification also appear
to alter species composition by modifying either the
seasonality or the supply ratio of potentially growthlimiting nutrients. For example, Interlandi et al. (1999)
used a combination of limnological and fossil studies in
lakes of the Yellowstone region of the U.S.A. to
demonstrate that variations in water-column mixing altered
nutrient supply to the epilimnion and directly regulated the
relative abundance of spring species with high phosphorus
(P) requirements (Stephanodiscus spp.) and summer taxa
that require N (Cyclotella bodanica). These mechanistic
studies were then used to interpret species changes in a
detailed sedimentary sequence and suggest that seasonal
variations in E influx, thermal stratification, and relative
rates of N and P supply have been the predominant control
of diatom assemblages for nearly 2000 yr (Bracht et al.
2008). Similarly, paleoecological analysis of lakes where
modern algal production is known to be fueled by P
regeneration from the hypolimnion reveals that diatom
species composition varies as a function of water-column
circulation and the relative rates of supply of silica (Si) and
P (Bradbury 1988). Taken together, these studies suggest
that variation in E-induced changes in nutrient biogeochemistry occur on time scales that range from seasons to
millennia. However, further research is needed to better
identify the unique roles of E influx associated with changes
in irradiance, atmospheric heat, and wind.
Paleolimnological studies suggest that variation in E
influx associated with atmospheric heating has a pronounced indirect influence on lakes (Table 1, path 2a)
through long-term changes in m export from terrestrial
catchments (Fig. 4). For example, a combination of
decade-long chemical monitoring, whole-lake ionic mass
balances, analysis of diatom species composition from 57
lakes, and a 200-yr-long time series of pH reconstructed
using standard paleolimnological techniques shows that
rapid warming (.2uC) since 1900 has reduced snow and
ice, increased water availability, and elevated export of
terrestrial sulfates into alpine lakes (Sommaruga-Wograth
et al. 1997). Statistical analysis demonstrates that changes
in instrumental records of air temperature are highly
correlated with lake pH during the past two centuries (r2
5 0.46, p , 0.001), while monitoring of atmospheric
deposition and mass balances eliminate changes in direct
mass transfer (H+, dust) as the cause of increased alkalinity.
Furthermore, because availability of easily weathered
substrates is highly variable among catchments, the authors
conclude that such temperature-dependent mass transfer of
mineral buffers is likely to induce high spatial variability in
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temperature effects on lakes (see below). Interestingly, the
correlation between temperature and lake-water pH breaks
down after 1900 in lakes receiving acidic precipitation
(Psenner and Schmidt 1992; Psenner and Catalan 1994),
suggesting that the direct influx of solutes to the lake
(Table 1, path 3c) may override the indirect energetic
controls of water chemistry.
Analysis of sediment cores spanning thousands of years
shows that temperature change during the Holocene era
can regulate lake production indirectly by altering influx of
photoprotective dissolved organic matter (DOM as DOC)
and overriding the inhibition of algae by UVR (Table 1,
path 1b) (Fig. 5). For example, analysis of changes in algal
abundance and composition, nutrients (N, P, DOC), and
UVR-absorbing compounds in sediments reveals that algal
biomass increases more than 10-fold when climate warming
allows soils and forests to develop at high elevation and
DOM concentrations to increase sufficiently that the
bottom of the lake becomes a refuge from UVR (Leavitt
et al. 2003). In contrast, primary producers were suppressed
up to 25-fold during cold intervals when DOM content was
,1.5 mg DOC L21 and UVR penetrated throughout the
lake, including the first 1000 yr following lake formation in
a variety of lentic ecosystems. Time-series analysis reveals
that historical changes in algal abundance were as highly
correlated to variations in UVR penetration during the
Holocene (r2 5 0.55, p , 0.0001), as were changes in
modern algal abundance in response to UVR in surveys of
mountain lakes (r2 5 0.52, p , 0.001) (see above), while in
both cases, variations in water-column P had little effect on
algal abundance (r2TP-algae , 0.08, p $ 0.05). Together
these patterns suggest that influx of damaging UVR is
capable of suppressing ecosystem production for millennia
but that the inhibitory effect of E influx can be overridden
by thermally regulated changes in m influx from land.
Analysis of past diatom communities in high latitude
and recently deglaciated habitats also confirms that
regional temperature change can regulate ecosystem
structure by modifying the influx of organic and mineral
matter from land (Table 1, path 2a). For example, changes
in diatom community composition during the mid-Holocene reveal that warming increases subsidies of terrestrial
DOM sufficiently that UVR intensity is reduced to below
lethal levels for many aquatic organisms (Pienitz and
Vincent 2000). Similar analysis of diatoms in a chronoseries
of lakes in a recently deglaciated coastal landscape (Fritz et
al. 2004a) refine this observation by demonstrating that,
while warmer temperatures following ice melt uniformly
favor development of terrestrial sources of DOM, differences in the underlying geology and subsequent edaphic
development determine whether organic or inorganic
subsidies can be of paramount importance in regulating
algal composition.
Analysis of sedimentary deposits from waterbodies
lacking terrestrial DOM sources suggest that UVR influx
(Table 1, path 1b) can be a paramount control of algal
production and community composition for over
100,000 yr (Hodgson et al. 2005). Here limnological
surveys of algal assemblages and surficial sediments have
been used to demonstrate that benthic cyanobacteria
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predominate in clear coastal Antarctic ponds because they
contain effective photoprotective pigments lacking in other
algae (Hodgson et al. 2004). Subsequent reconstruction of
historical changes in algal production and community
composition reveal that UVR influx was higher during the
glacial period than during either the Holocene or the
previous interglacial period, confirming that consistently
high influx of E rather than other factors (salinity,
nutrients, pond depth, DOM, ice cover) allows benthic
cyanobacteria to predominate in algal assemblages.
Effects of mass influx—Climatic variability can influence
lake ecosystems by altering the direct influx of water (path
3a), particles (path 3b), and solutes (path 3c) to a lake’s
surface or by changing indirect transfers of all mass
components (paths 4a–c) through surface runoff and
groundwater contributions (Table 1). As detailed by
Blenckner (2005), catchments filter the effects of climate
on lakes, primarily because local differences in geology,
soils, vegetation, and morphology alter runoff and m
transfer from land to water. Because humans also exhibit
strong effects on many direct and indirect m pathways,
most sedimentary studies of m transfer have focused on
sites with relatively little anthropogenic development (but
see below). Furthermore, because changes in precipitation
simultaneously alter indirect fluxes of solutes and particulate matter, paleolimnologists have tended to study the
combined effects of precipitation on lake structure rather
than attempt to isolate those of individual m pathways.
Many paleolimnological analyses have investigated
changes in lake level as an index of climatic effects on net
m transfer of water to lakes (Table 1, paths 1d, 3a, 4a).
Changes in precipitation alter direct influx to the lake
surface, catchment runoff, and groundwater inputs as well
as losses due to surface and groundwater drainage, while
variation in E influx can independently regulate m loss via
evaporation. When placed within this mass balance
perspective, sedimentary analyses of large ancient lake
ecosystems have demonstrated that massive changes in lake
level occur as a result of variation in solar insolation,
atmospheric circulation, and orbital characteristics, each
operating on different time scales. For example, analysis of
more than 80 yr of meteorological and historical records
from Lake Titicaca in the tropical Andes demonstrates that
lake level has varied ,7 m during the 20th century, with
lake levels decreasing during El Niño events, rising with La
Niña episodes, and varying on decadal time scales because
of long-term changes in sea-surface temperature (SST) and
resultant atmospheric linkages in the tropical North

Fig. 4. Indirect effects of energy (E) influx from atmospheric
heat on lake ecosystems via increased inorganic solute influx
(modified from Psenner and Catalan 1994; Catalan and Psenner
2002). A combination of catchment mass balance, 200-yr
monitoring records, and reconstruction of past pH using fossil
diatoms revealed that changes in air temperature (upper solid line)
alter the weathering of catchment bedrock, leading to changes in
ionic mass influx that regulate the water-column pH of
undisturbed lakes (lower dashed line). However, the indirect
effects of E transfer as atmospheric heat on mass influx were
overwhelmed by influx of solutes (protons) associated with acidic
precipitation after 1900 in other lakes (lower solid line).

Atlantic Ocean (Baker et al. 2001b). Importantly, sedimentary analyses demonstrate that past lake levels have been
much more variable than at present, with historical changes
of about 20 m occurring at centennial and millennial scales
because of the effects of abrupt cooling of the high-latitude
North Atlantic Ocean and its effects on SST gradients in
tropics (Baker et al. 2005). Even larger lake-level declines
have resulted from variations in the South American
summer monsoon driven by changes in orbital precession
on 20,000-yr cycles (75 m) (Baker et al. 2001a,b), and
orbital eccentricities at scales of 100,000 yr (200 m) (Fritz
et al. 2007). Similar degrees of variability have been

r
Fig. 3. Effects of wind energy (E) on the physical structure and biological composition of small boreal forest lakes (modified from
Scully et al. 2000). The west basin of Long Lake (a–d) is protected from wind by first growth (pre-1875) and second growth (post-1990)
forests relative to wind-exposed east basin (e–h) and reference lakes Peter, Paul, and Tuesday (not shown). Clear-cut of first growth forest
around 1880 increased wind friction to the protected western basin, increased mixing of the water column in fall, eliminated sedimentary
laminae (hatched area, a–d), and reduced abundance of obligate anaerobic bacteria (d) as well as total algal abundance (a) as recorded by
fossil pigments. No significant changes were recorded in the exposed eastern basin or reference lakes, demonstrating that changes in E
influx from wind initiated ecosystem change.
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recorded for other ancient lakes including lakes Malawi
(Scholz et al. 2007) and Victoria (Johnson et al. 2002) on
the African continent and Lake Bonneville, the North
American precursor to Utah’s Great Salt Lake (Benson et
al. 1990). Together, these studies suggest that changes in
solar E influx and its effects on atmosphere–ocean linkages
and m transport overwhelm most limnologically studied
sources of modern climatic variability (e.g., North Atlantic
Oscillation, El Niño–Southern Oscillation, global warming,
and so on).
Sedimentary studies reveal that lake response to changes
in m flux is mediated by hydrological setting at multiple
temporal and spatial scales. For example, stable isotope
and chemical mass balance models show that the termination of the last glacial period in the tropical Andes was
characterized by elevated precipitation and an eightfold
increase in outflow from Lake Titicaca relative to modern
values (Cross et al. 2001). Increased export of water to
downstream Salar de Uyuni allowed the lake’s levels to rise
to ,140 m, which dramatically expanded the lake surface
area (Fritz et al. 2004b). Today, Salar de Uyuni is a dry
basin despite relatively high levels of m influx to both Lake
Titicaca and Salar de Uyuni during recent millennia.
Similarly, comparison of historical changes in net water
balance (as fossil-reconstructed salinity) among lakes of the
northern Great Plains reveals that both the magnitude and
the direction of limnological response to common climate
forcing vary among sites because of the differential
importance of groundwater m flux among regions and
variable topographic position of lakes relative to local
groundwater sources (Fritz et al. 2000; Laird et al. 2003;
Fritz 2008). Unlike similar limnological conclusions based
on whole-lake mass balances (Webster et al. 1996; Pham et
al. 2008), sedimentary studies reveal that differences in lake
response to climate may persist for centuries or may
suddenly become coherent after long intervals of asynchrony. Taken together, these studies demonstrate that climatically induced changes in m influx alter spatial synchrony
among lakes (Pham et al. 2008, 2009) and suggest that
evaluation of lake response to climatic variability should

r
Fig. 5. Indirect effects of energy (E) influx from atmospheric
heat on lake ecosystems via increased organic solute influx
(modified from Leavitt et al. 2003). Analysis of sediments
deposited during the past 12,000 yr were used to reconstruct
changes in past depth of UVR penetration estimated from (a)
sedimentary organic matter content, (b) the exposure of algae to
UVR inferred from fossil UVR-absorbing pigments, (c) past total
algal abundance quantified from ubiquitous pigments, (d) change
in the influx of N as deposition of fossil pollen from N2-fixing
plants, and (e) changes in past phosphorous (P) content of lake
water inferred from fossil diatoms. Crowfoot Lake, Canada,
presently lies at treeline; however, increased regional temperature
favored soil and vegetation development and influx of terrestrial
photoprotective DOM to the lake during ,10,000–4000 yr B.P.
This increase in DOM influx reduced UVR penetration, and, in
combination with elevated N influx, allowed lake production to
increase ,10-fold. Changes in algal biomass did not arise from
variation in the P content of lake waters.

Lakes as integrators of E and m flux
explicitly evaluate the role of lake position in the
hydrologic and topographic landscape.
Comparison of changes in hydrologic m balances from
contrasting lake districts confirms that modern climatic
variability may be substantially different from that of the
past while further suggesting that modern climate studies
may provide an incomplete picture of the magnitude of
limnological change associated with altered hydrologic m
flux in the future. For example, radiocarbon dating of past
shorelines in lakes of western Greenland (Fig. 6) shows that
modern lake elevations are the lowest of the past ,6000 yr,
with a decline of more than 6 m during the past ,700 yr
(Aebly and Fritz 2009). Use of simulation models reveals
that these patterns result mainly from changes in the
seasonality of precipitation (proportion of summer vs.
winter) rather than from variation in evaporative forcing.
Furthermore, sedimentary reconstruction of changes in
lake-water conductivity, algal communities, and primary
production reveal substantial nonlinear relationships between changes in water level and the chemical and
biological characteristics of the lake (McGowan et al.
2003, 2008). In the U.S. Rocky Mountains, diatom- and
geochemically based reconstructions of lake level show
that water levels have increased up to 6 m during the
past 700 yr because of changes in net water balance
(Stevens et al. 2006). In addition, quantitative reconstruction of past lake volume using analysis of sedimentary diatoms shows that water levels in central Canadian
lakes have fluctuated from 1 to 3 m during the past
few millennia but that local basin levels can be up to 8 m
higher than those ,6000 yr ago (Laird and Cumming
2008). In these and other cases (Korhola et al. 2005),
present hydrologic balances can be fundamentally different
from those inferred for recent millennia; however, the
absence of consistent change in both the direction and the
magnitude of m flux change cautions investigators against
extrapolating the effects of climate variability among lake
districts.
To date, relatively few sedimentary studies have quantified influx of atmospheric particulate matter (Table 1,
path 3b); however, ongoing limnological and fossil studies
suggest that long-term changes in climate and land use can
directly alter lake chemistry and ecology through deposition of atmospheric particles (Rogora et al. 2004; PulidoVillena et al. 2006). For example, Neff et al. (2008) used
isotope ratios of Sr, Sm, and Nd in two lakes in the San
Juan Mountains, U.S.A., to determine that more than 75%
of the particulate influx is attributable to changes in
regional land use and its effects on aeolian transport. In
particular, deposition of atmospheric Ca, K, Mg, and P
increased over fivefold since around 1800, suggesting that
long-term changes in lake production may arise from
variation in land cover and anthropogenic activity. Similar
effects are proposed to have operated over longer time
frames, with changes in climate leading to continental-scale
variation in atmospheric particle loads. For example, dust
output from the Sahara presently varies between 400 and
700 1012 g yr21, a value that accounts for ,50% of the
global atmospheric dust budget (Pulido-Villena et al. 2006).
However, fossil studies suggest that particle loading to the
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Fig. 6. Direct effects of changes in mass influx as precipitation on lake water balance and ecosystem structure (modified
from McGowan et al. 2003; Aebly and Fritz 2009). (a) Analysis of
the age of former lakeshores during 14C shows that changes in
water balance arising from variation in precipitation have reduced
lake level ,6 m during the past 700 yr (bottom line in b).
Reconstruction of historical changes in water conductivity using
fossil diatom–based approaches (middle line in b) reveals that
there is a nonlinear relationship between changes in lake level and
water-column conductivity and that the combination of chemistry
and morphology has complex effects on primary producers,
including anaerobic purple sulfur bacteria, the populations of
which are estimated from sedimentary concentrations of the
biomarker pigment okenone (top line in b).

atmosphere (deflation) may have been substantially greater
around 4300 yr B.P., when desiccation of North Africa
reduced vegetation cover and increased erosive activity of
winds (Kröpelin et al. 2008). As speculated elsewhere,
redeposition of Ca-rich Saharan dust may represent a
significant influx of nutrients to alpine lakes, where
weathering has previously depleted catchment stores of
this element (Psenner 1999).
For more than 20 yr, paleolimnological studies have
demonstrated how variation in atmospheric transport and
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Fig. 7. Indirect effects of mass influx as precipitation on
particle influx to lakes (modified from Rodbell et al. 1999). (a)
The gray-scale color of lake sediments was quantified for a period
of 15,000 yr in a lake in which sediment texture and composition
are known to be controlled by variations in precipitation and
catchment erosion of particles arising from changes in the ENSO
climate system. Comparison of the spectral characteristics of
component times series for the periods (b) 0–660 yr B.P. and (c)
3050–3440 yr B.P. reveals that the ENSO system has evolved
during the Holocene and that high-frequency cycles (2–7 yr) are
more common at present than in the past.

deposition of solutes (Table 1, path 3c) can regulate
landscape patterns of lake biogeochemistry, productivity,
and food web structure. During the 1980s, sedimentary
analyses were instrumental in showing that deposition of
industrially derived HNO3 and H2SO4 caused continental
patterns of lake-water acidification (Battarbee et al. 1990),
toxic Al contamination (Cumming et al. 1992), and
fundamental changes in predator–prey regimes (Uutala
and Smol 1996), while fossil analyses since that time have
quantified the direction, rate, and extent of lake recovery
following solute diversion (Smol et al. 1998). More
recently, comparative analysis of stable isotope signatures
of N in atmospheric pollutants, lake water, bulk sediments,
and individual fossils has demonstrated that industrial
pollution can fertilize oligotrophic mountain lakes and
restructure algal communities when patterns of atmospheric circulation lead to the direct deposition of NOx in lakes
(Wolfe et al. 2001). Importantly, these and many other
examples demonstrate that the extent of recent changes in
lake chemistry and community composition can exceed
those recorded for previous centuries, thereby suggesting
that effects of modern climate forcing may be obscured in
lakes in which influx of solutes from the atmosphere is
altered by human activities.

Analysis of temporal changes in m accumulation in lake
sediments reveals that cyclic and discontinuous changes in
climate systems regulate the transfer of particulate m from
catchments to lakes indirectly by changing hydrologic
runoff (Table 1, path 4b). In instances where geochemical
analyses show that the mineral component of sediments can
be attributed uniquely to catchment sources, changes in m
burial rates can be used to reconstruct historical changes in
catchment erosion. For example, Rodbell et al. (1999)
measured changes in the color and fine structure of
annually laminated sediments in a tropical lake in which
particle influx is controlled by mineral erosion of a steep
catchment to demonstrate that modern variations in m
influx exhibited the same time-series characteristics as
precipitation events caused by the El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) climate system (Fig. 7). Furthermore,
by comparing the spectral characteristics of shorter
component time intervals within the 15,000-yr continuous
record, investigators suggested that the magnitude and
periodicity of the ENSO system have varied during the
Holocene. Such long-term climatic evolution is likely to be
invisible to modern limnological analyses (Magnuson
1990), but its inclusion in predictive models may be critical
to forecasting the effects of global warming on climate and
lake systems (MacKay et al. 2009).
Changes in solute m influx arising from variation in
catchment runoff (Table 1, path 4c) have been shown by
retrospective analyses to influence the physical and
biological structure of unproductive lakes on diverse time
scales. For example, modern lake surveys demonstrate
routinely that the depth of UVR penetration into lakes is
regulated by the concentration of DOM derived from
terrestrial runoff (Morris et al. 1995). Under these
conditions, declines in precipitation can reduce influx of
photoprotective DOM and are expected to reduce primary
production by increasing algal exposure to damaging
irradiance. This hypothesis has been tested by comparing
dendroclimatic estimates of changes in regional precipitation during the past 500 yr (Case and MacDonald 1995)
with quantitative estimates of past UVR penetration and
algal production using sedimentary algal pigments in two
lakes of the eastern Rocky Mountains (Leavitt et al. 1997).
Analyses reveal that UVR penetration increased ,10-fold
at both sites only during severe regional droughts (around
1850–1900) known from tree-ring and instrumental time
series and that the magnitude of historical change in UVR
stress on algae is greater than that arising from current
anthropogenic ozone depletion. Furthermore, because
differences in total algal abundance in these lakes are more
strongly correlated with UVR penetration than with
nutrient status (Leavitt et al. 2003), these paleolimnological
studies infer that future declines in precipitation and solute
m influx may expose many presently DOM-replete boreal
lakes to highly damaging levels of UVR.
Reconstruction of historical changes in water-column
concentrations of allochthonous elements also illustrates
that regional water chemistry may vary coherently among
lake regions because of millennial-scale changes in influx of
inorganic solutes (Fig. 8). For example, a survey of 30 lakes
in northern Wisconsin reveals strong linear relationships (r2
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Fig. 8. Evidence of changes in the magnitude of mass influx independent of climate (modified from Kratz et al. 1991). (a) Survey of
30 lakes in Wisconsin reveals a strong positive correlation between the silica (Si) content of lake water and the thickness of living and
subfossil sponge spicules in the lake. (b, c) Application of this regression equation to sedimentary changes in fossil spicule thickness in
eight lakes reveals that regional Si concentrations have declined substantially during the Holocene. Comparison of this pattern with
insights from mass balance budgets and fossil reconstructions of regional climate and vegetation change suggests that Si depletion arose
from loss of weatherable material from within the lake catchments, which in turn reduced Si contributions to local groundwater.

5 0.64) between observed concentrations of dissolved
reactive Si and the width of subfossil sponge spicules (Kratz
et al. 1991). When this regression was applied to historical
changes in spicule morphology in eight regional lakes, fossil
reconstructions demonstrate that dissolved Si concentrations have declined an average of 35-fold during the
Holocene. Unexpectedly, comparison of time series with
vegetation histories reconstructed from fossil pollen analyses suggests that declines in Si content are unlikely to have
arisen from climate change or regional vegetation cover.
Instead, declines in solute influx appear to result from loss
of easily weathered material from within the catchment,
leading to declines in Si influx to lakes via groundwater.
Similar depletion of catchment sources of inorganic solutes
by weathering is known to have occurred commonly during
the Holocene, both from paleolimnological analyses
(Reasoner et al. 1994) and from surveys of lakes along
modern chronoseries (Fritz et al. 2004a), suggesting that
lake response to a given climatic event will vary with the
age of the catchment and its weathering history (Blenckner
2005).
Complex interactions of E and m influx—Perhaps the
greatest challenge to forecasting the effects of future
climate change on lakes is that relatively little is known
of the regulatory hierarchy between diverse E and m influx
pathways and how these interactions may be affected by
human activities. To date, analysis of whole-lake m and E
budgets suggests that effects of E on lake structure are
overwhelmed by changes in m influx in lakes of central
North America (Pham et al. 2008, 2009; Dröscher et al.
2009). Unfortunately, it remains unclear whether these
patterns arise because influx of m has an intrinsically
greater effect than that of E or whether the range of
variation in m influx (e.g., precipitation) is much greater
than that associated with E influx (atmospheric heat, solar
irradiance). Resolution of this issue is essential to improve

forecasts of future climate effects because anthropogenic
activities most often alter indirect paths of m influx to
lakes. Although relatively few paleolimnological studies
have quantified potential interactions among E and m
transfers, evidence to date is consistent with the presence of
a discrete regulatory hierarchy that may result in nonlinear
and hysteretic effects of individual climatic pathways on
ecosystem structure and function.
Comparison of long-term monitoring records with
highly resolved sedimentary analyses suggests that effects
of direct E influx may be overwhelmed by concomitant
changes in m transfer in lakes experiencing eutrophication
or other anthropogenic disturbances (Fig. 9). For example,
direct observation reveals that interannual changes in ice
cover are highly synchronous over much of the Canadian
prairies and that ice cover has declined more than 30 d
since 1870 (Magnuson et al. 2000). Despite this strong
temporal gradient, statistical comparison of fossil time
series of diatom species composition, algal production, and
gross community composition (fossil pigments of diatoms,
cryptophytes, cyanobacteria, and so on) with century-long
measurements of environmental change reveals that climatically induced changes in E and m influx explained only
5–15% of total variation in algal communities of eight lakes
during the 20th century (Hall et al. 1999). Instead, changes
in m transfer arising from agricultural development and
urbanization explained fourfold more variation than did
climate alone, particularly when anthropogenic activities
were considered together. Furthermore, rather than suggesting that climate had little effect on lakes, this variance
partitioning analysis (VPA) suggests that meteorological
variability may act in conjunction with human activities to
regulate m transfer effects on ecosystem structure and
function.
Analysis of coeval climate, limnological, and fossil time
series also demonstrates that meteorological variability
during the 20th century has differential effects on producer
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Fig. 9. Paleolimnological evidence that energy and mass
transfer pathways associated with climate can be overwhelmed by
change in m influx associated with land use and urbanization
(modified from Hall et al. 1999; Quinlan et al. 2002; P. R. Leavitt
unpubl.). VPA was used to quantify the statistical relationship
between measured changes in 80-yr-long time series of climate (C),
resource use (R), urbanization (U), and fossil records of changes
in (a) the abundance and composition of algae and (b) benthic
invertebrates in eight lakes of the Qu’Appelle River catchment,
Canada. Overall, the direct effects of climate variability on algae
were overwhelmed by concomitant changes in mass influx from
farms and cities, with climatic change explaining only 5–15% of
variation in past algal assemblages. In contrast, changes in

and consumer populations. As described above, historical
variation in E and m influx explained only 6.0 6 2.3% of
concomitant changes in algal production and composition
since 1930 (Fig. 9). In contrast, climatic variation alone
explained up to 76% of variance in benthic invertebrate
communities during the same period (Quinlan et al. 2002),
although the average (6SD) response of zoobenthos varied
greatly among sites (mean 6 SD; 27.6 6 23.4%). Similarly,
analysis of 100–1000-yr-long responses of diatom and
chironomid communities to temperature declines during
the Younger Dryas period (Birks et al. 2000), early
Holocene warming (Bigler et al. 2002), and mid-Holocene
climatic change (8.2-kyr event) also shows that climate has
differential effects on individual components of aquatic
food webs (see Adrian et al. 2009). Overall, fossil evidence
that temperature has a more pronounced effect on
consumers than on producers is consistent with the
metabolic theory of ecology (Brown et al. 2004) and may
arise because heterotrophic respiration is thought to be
more intrinsically sensitive (higher Q10) to changes in
temperature than is algal growth. However, sedimentary
analyses also suggest that there is a high degree of spatial
variability in food web response to climatic variability,
possibly reflecting local differences in catchment development (Blenckner 2005) and its effect on the ability of
individual organisms to complete their life cycles (e.g.,
terrestrial habitats for adult aquatic invertebrates).
Undoubtedly the greatest impediment to identifying the
effects of ongoing climate change on lakes is the
observation that human activities often induce unprecedented changes in m influx to lakes that can overwhelm
other regulatory mechanisms. For example, numerous
paleolimnological studies show that changes in terrestrial
vegetation and land use arising from deforestation and
agriculture fundamentally alter m influx to lakes on time
scales ranging from years to millennia (reviewed in Dearing
and Jones 2003). Effects on deforestation of eastern North
America by ancestral European settlers 200 yr ago appear
highly similar to those recorded for sites in northwestern
Europe and Central America thousands of years ago
(Davis 1976; Anselmetti et al. 2007). In all cases, rates of
m accumulation in lake sediments increase dramatically (up
to 20-fold) with forest clearance, although the magnitude of
erosion and m transfer to lakes also depends on complex
interactions between precipitation, geology, soils, and the
precise use of land following forest clearance (Dearing and
Jones 2003). In instances where erosive influx is sustained,
lakes can exhibit rapid infilling, reduced basin depth, and
expansions of macrophyte populations that alter habitat
r
resource use and urbanization accounted for threefold more
variation in past algal communities. High degrees of factor
interaction (C + R, C + U, C + R + U) suggest that human
activities also modify climate effects on lakes. Finally, VPA also
reveals that climate has a stronger effect on invertebrates than on
algae in these lakes, with particularly marked direct effects of
changes in temperature on benthic chironomids (mean 27.6%
explained variation).
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but that algal communities have evolved along different
pathways during both halves of the 20th century. Although
it is uncertain whether differences among centuries reflect
progressive changes in the influence of other E or m influx
pathways, this study reveals that both lake resistance and
resilience to environmental change have decreased since
1900. Such reduced resilience favors discontinuous transitions among ecosystem states (e.g., alternate stable states)
and can lead to nonlinear responses of lakes to constant
climatic forcing.

Future challenges and opportunities

Fig. 10. Paleolimnological evidence that algal response to a
fixed temperature change varies through time, possibly because of
historical changes in other energy (E) and mass (m) influxes
(modified from Catalan et al. 2002a). Historical changes in diatom
species assemblages in a Pyrenees lake from 1780 to the present
were summarized using a PCA score for the first PCA axis (PCA
1). Variations in the PCA 1 score were compared during several
historical intervals in which mean fall air temperature varied at
least 2uC. Prior to 1900, diatom species composition varied
similarly in response to changes in air temperature (lines parallel
and slope low); however, following 1900, algal communities
evolved in different directions and at different rates (slopes)
despite similar magnitudes of temperature forcing. This analysis
suggests that lakes experience a hysteretic effect in which lake
resilience to climate varies through time as a function of other
changes in E and m influxes.

and food web structure (Rasmussen and Anderson 2005).
Similarly, fossil analyses often reveal that sustained
agricultural activity causes lake eutrophication by elevating
inputs of nutrients from crop fertilizers, plant processing,
and livestock activities (Fritz 1989; Anderson et al. 1995).
Importantly, most paleolimnological studies demonstrate
that these sustained ecosystem transformations can also
alter lake structure and function for thousands of years
(Bradshaw et al. 2005), thereby completely masking the
effects of climatic variation on aquatic ecosystems.
Recent sedimentary studies suggest that interactions
among E and m influx pathways may lead to ecosystem
hysteresis in which lake response to climate varies through
time (Fig. 10). For example, by comparing meteorological
records and fossil time series of diatom community
composition in lakes of the Spanish Pyrenees, Catalan et
al. (2002b) revealed that the magnitude and nature of
diatom community response to a standard atmospheric
warming of 2–3uC has not been constant through time.
Overall, global warming in this region has increased mean
autumn air temperatures by ,4uC; however, this long-term
trend is also composed of oscillations and excursions of
similar magnitude but shorter temporal duration. Principal
components analysis (PCA) of the entire time series reveals
that diatom community response to documented temperature change (summarized as PCA axis 1 scores) was
similar during the first and second half of the 19th century

General circulation models forecast unprecedented
increases in the mean and variance of global temperature
over the next 100 yr (Field et al. 2007); however,
atmospheric warming is only one of at least 11 pathways
by which climate can influence lake structure and function
(Table 1). As demonstrated above, changes in m influx
arising from variation in precipitation are equally potent
controls of lake ecosystems both because of intrinsically
high spatial and temporal variability (Pham et al. 2008) and
because m transfer is strongly affected by human activities
within the catchment. Unfortunately, changes in hydrologic m transfer have proven more difficult to forecast other
than that the magnitude of temporal variation in precipitation is likely to increase with increased atmospheric
energy (Field et al. 2007). Furthermore, human populations
are expected to increase by three billion people in the next
40 yr, leading to an additional 2–10-fold increase in solute
and particulate m transfer to lakes in inhabited catchments
(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). In many instances, insufficient time may remain to quantify the
complex interactions between E and m pathways using
standard monitoring and experimental approaches. Instead, we propose that investigators use the Em flux
framework to explicitly integrate paleolimnological approaches into an ecosystem-level, process-based understanding of the relative effects of climate and humans on
lakes. Below we suggest means to overcome obstacles and
to embrace the challenges inherent in this integration.
In principle, paleolimnological techniques can be applied
to any issue in which the passage of time plays a central role
in understanding the regulation of ecosystem structure or
function. However, to fully exploit the power of the
retrospective approach, future studies will need to adopt
an experimental structure in which lakes are selected a
priori to test well-defined hypotheses. For example,
sedimentary studies often provide unambiguous mechanistic insights when lakes have been selected to contrast
landscape position along a defined gradient of environment
change or disturbance (Figs. 3, 9) or when studies select
lakes of differing characteristics (shallow vs. deep, surface
vs. groundwater hydrology, and so on) that can be used to
contrast basin response to a single forcing mechanism
(Anderson et al. 2008; Fritz 2008). As in experimental
research, the use of reference or ‘‘control’’ ecosystems has
proven essential to distinguish among causal mechanisms.
Similarly, regulatory mechanisms have been identified
more clearly when fossil studies use diverse geochemical
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and biological response variables, each with well-defined
but alternate responses to E and m influx pathways, and
when there exists sophisticated understanding of the
mechanisms by which fossil records are formed (Cuddington and Leavitt 1999; Stone and Fritz 2006). However,
although great advances have been made during the past
30 yr (Last and Smol 2001), there remain substantial gaps
in our understanding of the ways in which atmosphere,
catchment, and lakes act as information filters that convert
causal time series into fossil records (Blenckner 2005).
As with any branch of ecosystem science, mechanistic
interpretation of sedimentary records is most robust when
sedimentary records are compared statistically with coeval
time series of many potentially causal agents. In this regard,
paleolimnological studies have been most scientifically
compelling when fossil time series are compared with
contemporaneous instrumental records using advanced
statistical approaches such as VPA, a canonical technique
that summarizes the overall degree of covariance among
predictor and response variables (Lotter and Birks 1997;
Quinlan et al. 2002). Unfortunately, such monitoring
records are rarely available for remote locations or for
studies that span more than a few hundred years. To
address this shortcoming, new sedimentary indicators are
being developed to generate independent records of past E
and m flux, including use of organic compounds (e.g.,
alkenones) to reconstruct past water-column temperature
(Zink et al. 2001; Powers et al. 2004) and stable H isotopes
in lipids to quantify historical changes in water influx
(Huang et al. 2004). Similarly, new time-series approaches
such as dynamic linear models (Cottingham et al. 2000),
multispecies autoregressive models (Hampton et al. 2006),
wavelet analysis (Keitt 2008), and multivariate analysis of
variance homogeneity (Anderson 2006) have been used to
identify the mechanisms causing ecosystem variability,
while the next generation of additive mixed models shows
great promise for identifying how the importance of E and
m flux can change independently through time (Simpson
and Anderson 2009).
By simultaneously capturing information on past climate
as well as population, community, and ecosystem attributes
of lakes, analysis of sedimentary records also offers
investigators the unique opportunity to test ecological
theory pertaining to climate and other environmental
controls. For example, Rusak et al. (2004) measured
changes in diatom species richness and production in two
lakes for 2000 yr to demonstrate that the negative
diversity–function relationships predicted from modern
ecological theory were apparent only during historic
intervals that lacked droughts. Similarly, McGowan et al.
(2005) used fossil time series to demonstrate that shifts
between turbid and clear-water states of shallow lakes arise
from the combined effects of climate and eutrophication
but found no clear evidence that these ‘‘alternative’’ states
were capable of existing under similar environmental
conditions. Likewise, analysis of the sediments of a high
Arctic lake shows that dramatic reductions in Daphnia and
chironomid abundance during the mid-Holocene warm
period (Bennike et al. 2008) are more consistent with
changes in hydrologic connectivity, colonization by fish,

and predator–prey regimes (Jeppesen et al. 2003) than with
the direct effects of E influx. Together, these and other
studies demonstrate both that paleoecological studies can
benefit from the explicit tests of modern theory and that
retrospective studies are capable of generating new insights
for the development of predictive theory.
In conclusion, we believe that advances in the understanding of climate and other stressors on lakes will arise
most effectively from the synergistic integration of paleolimnology techniques into a common theoretical and
methodological framework rather than by enforcing
preexisting disciplinary distinctions. In particular, we
believe that sedimentary studies provide unique temporal
and spatial insights to limnology but that retrospective
analyses could benefit from a more explicit theoretical
approach. Similarly, although process-oriented studies are
ideal for identifying the mechanism by which climate or
humans affect lakes, improved temporal and spatial
perspectives should help limnologists develop a hierarchical
understanding of potential regulatory processes. In this
regard, we believe that the Em flux framework represents
an important first step in the development of a common
dialogue among disciplines.
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